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been the Colombian Minister in London at the same time, and that
he and General Benavides were on friendly terms, was now turned to
good account. Senor Lopez undertook to sound the new Peruvian
President as to the possibility of a settlement, with the happy result
that Peru and Colombia found themselves able to agree on procedure
for putting into effect the recommendations contained in the Council's
report of the 18th March.
This procedure had been suggested by Mr. Lester, the chairman of
the League's Advisory Committee, who had been conducting negotia-
tions with representatives of Colombia and Peru at Geneva during
April. His suggestions involved certain modifications in the original
proposals relating to the temporary administration of Leticia by a
League Commission: in particular, the Commission, whose term of
office was not to exceed a year, would itself select the military forces
which were to maintain order in the territory, and the Colombian
Government would take upon itself the expenses of the Commission.
Colombia was at first somewhat reluctant to agree to Mr. Lester's
suggestions, but the Government accepted them in the second week
of May, and on the 25th May, at a meeting of the League Council,
the representatives of Colombia and Peru signed on behalf of their
respective Governments a document recording their acceptance of the
Council's recommendations of the 18th March and of the procedure
suggested for putting those recommendations into force. In accepting
the Council's proposals, the two Governments undertook to give orders
that all acts of hostility should cease on either side and that the
military forces of either country should remain strictly within its
frontiers. It was understood that the Colombian forces which had
occupied Guepi and other posts on the Peruvian bank of the River
Putumayo would evacuate those posts simultaneously with the
Peruvian evacuation of Leticia.1
It was decided that the Commission which was to administer
Leticia should consist of three members—nationals respectively of
the United States, Brazil, and Spain—with a member of the League
Secretariat as its secretary. The Commission was constituted without
delay (the instrument signed on the 25th May stipulated that it
should reach Leticia within thirty days), and it held its first meeting
at Teffe in Brazil on the 19th June, when the American member.
Colonel Arthur Brown, was elected chairman. The Commission
reached Leticia on the morning of the 23rd June and the evacuation
1 This understanding was recorded in a letter addressed by Mr. Lester, as
chairman of the Advisory Committee, to the representatives of Colombia and
Peru.

